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Empty Threats: How Extremist Organizations Bluff in
Terrorist Campaigns

Charles W. Mahoney

Department of Political Science, California State University, Long Beach, Long Beach, CA, USA

ABSTRACT
Why do extremist organizations issue terrorist bluffs? According to
previous research, empty threats against civilians are likely to nega-
tively influence assessments of groups’ strength and credibility, thus
making it more difficult for extremists to achieve their goals. Despite
these potential audience costs, bluffing is a common terrorist tactic.
This inquiry assesses data on the bluffing patterns of three organiza-
tions—Boko Haram, Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, and the Real Irish Republican
Army—and finds that groups suffer few costs for making empty ter-
rorist threats. Furthermore, extremists bluff to advance a variety of
strategic goals including outbidding rival factions, spoiling peace set-
tlements, and intimidating civilians.
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In June 2014, Boko Haram, a violent extremist organization active in Nigeria and the
Lake Chad region, threatened to burn down Fotokol High School in northern
Cameroon.1 Issued via pamphlet, the threat caused significant alarm among students,
faculty, and administrative employees. After being notified of Boko Haram’s warning,
several teachers resigned their positions and the school’s headmaster stated: “We are so
afraid of being targeted … everyone says they are going to leave.”2 Students also
responded with apprehension. One female student, aware of Boko Haram’s abduction of
276 girls from the Government Secondary School in the Nigerian town of Chibok,
declared: “I am so scared Boko Haram will come to our school and kidnap us.”3 In
response to the possibility of an attack, the government of Cameroon stationed soldiers
at the school in an effort to provide additional protection. Ultimately, Boko Haram
never followed through on its threat. Fotokol High School was never attacked by the
group and no evidence exists that a plot to target the school existed or was foiled by
security forces. Boko Haram’s bluff, which caused campus employees to resign and
forced the government of Cameroon to expend resources guarding the school, high-
lights the challenges faced by government officials, law enforcement personnel, and
civilians who struggle to distinguish legitimate warnings of imminent terrorist attacks—
such as those that were made frequently by the Provisional Irish Republican Army
(PIRA)—from bluffs. Why do extremist organizations issue terrorist bluffs? What
advantages and disadvantages do groups experience from making threats they do not
intend to fulfill?
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At present there is no theoretical framework that accounts for bluffing within terror-
ist campaigns.4 In fact, according to the implications of current models characterizing
civilian targeting by nonstate actors, organizations that use terrorism should not bluff
because it is likely to cause audiences to reduce their assessments of groups’ strength
and credibility, thus making it more difficult for extremists to achieve their objectives.
Despite these potential reputational costs, bluffing is a tactic frequently used by extrem-
ist groups.5 Moreover, although bluffs are commonplace—and scholars widely agree
that threats of violence against civilian targets constitute acts of terrorism—most data-
sets tracking nonstate political violence do not record unfulfilled threats. For this rea-
son, researchers have largely avoided examining terrorist bluffs in a systematic fashion.
This inquiry fills the existing gap in the literature by developing new theory on bluff-

ing in terrorist campaigns. Two central arguments are advanced. First, nonstate extrem-
ist organizations do not suffer the same level of credibility costs for commitment failure
as governments. For this reason, extremist groups have significant incentives to incorp-
orate bluffs into their strategic activity. While previous theory on terrorism characteriz-
ing civilian targeting as a form of “signaling” implies that extremists should not bluff
due to the costs associated with failing to fulfill commitments, this model is largely
based on crisis bargaining between governments.6 In contrast to governments, violent
nonstate organizations face a distinct set of payoffs from bluffing that often makes it an
attractive strategic option. Second, groups bluff for a variety of strategic rationales
including intimidating civilian audiences, outbidding rival organizations, and spoiling
peace settlements. Therefore, while there is no single motive underlying bluffing in ter-
rorist campaigns, groups largely use empty threats to advance existing goals rather than
to achieve wholly new objectives. Additionally, bluffing is used by both established
organizations to augment ongoing terrorist campaigns and by upstart extremist groups
that seek to increase recruitment and publicize grievances. These findings signify that
terrorist bluffs are neither a form of nonstrategic behavior nor a means to achieve idio-
syncratic goals but are instead used in an effort to advance groups’ core objectives.
In addition to examining why extremist organizations bluff, this inquiry also evaluates

the strategic consequences of issuing empty threats. Assessing the utility of terrorist
bluffs entails identifying groups’ motives in distinct campaigns and determining if bluffs
contribute to advancing these specific objectives. Evaluating bluffing has proven difficult
in the past because existing datasets do not comprehensively track unfulfilled threats
issued by extremist groups. To address this challenge, this inquiry identifies bluffs by
searching open-source news reports to uncover terrorist threats and subsequently cross-
references those threats against existing datasets tracking terrorist incidents. Unfulfilled
threats made against civilians for which no evidence exists that plots failed in the execu-
tion phase or were foiled by law enforcement are coded as bluffs and used to assess the
strategic efficacy of empty threats.
The next section of this inquiry conceptualizes terrorist bluffing and distinguishes it

from pre-attack warnings issued by extremist groups as well as from hoaxes carried out
by individuals who have no broader political or social objectives. Subsequently, bluffs
are analyzed as part of the wider literature characterizing nonstate terrorism as a form
of costly signaling. Next, hypotheses that may explain the bluffing patterns of nonstate
extremist groups are developed. The inquiry then outlines a method for identifying
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terrorist bluffs and tests hypotheses on the bluffing behavior of three organizations:
Boko Haram, Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, and the Real Irish Republican Army (RIRA). The study’s
penultimate section assesses initial hypotheses and outlines directions for further
research. Finally, the conclusion reviews the inquiry’s key arguments.

Conceptualizing terrorist bluffs

Nonstate terrorism is the strategic use of violence, or threat of violence, targeting civil-
ian noncombatants in order to achieve political or social objectives by influencing audi-
ences.7 According to this widely used definition, threats of violence against civilians are
considered acts of terrorism even if they go unfulfilled.8 Similarly, from a legal perspec-
tive, unrealized terrorist threats are unlawful acts that often result in severe penalties for
perpetrators. Furthermore, terrorism is strategic, meaning that extremist groups attack
civilians because they believe it will advance their interests.9 If violence or threats of
violence are made without the objective of altering a government policy, changing the
political or social behavior of civilians, or advancing other strategic organizational inter-
ests, then the activity is not terrorism and lies outside the scope of this inquiry.
Although bluffs are an important component of many extremist organizations’ stra-

tegic activities, they remain largely overlooked in the literature on nonstate terrorism.10

This oversight is understandable. Because bluffs rarely result in casualties, they do not
receive the same level of media coverage as executed terrorist incidents, and therefore
are underreported by news organizations and omitted from most datasets tracking civil-
ian targeting.11 Given that the subject is largely overlooked, before moving forward
careful conceptual distinction is made between bluffing and other related types of non-
state terrorism including fulfilled threats, warnings of imminent attacks, false claims of
credit, failed or foiled terrorist plots, and one-off hoaxes.
Terrorist bluffing takes place when groups threaten future violence against civilian

targets but do not intend to execute attacks and instead seek to advance their interests
through threats alone. Because bluffing involves no possibility of destruction, it is dis-
tinct from legitimate warnings of attacks that occur when groups give advance notice of
terrorist operations in an effort to minimize casualties. For example, the PIRA would
sometimes telephone warnings of imminent bombings to news outlets—who would sub-
sequently notify law enforcement—in order to avoid the backlash associated with caus-
ing civilian casualties.12 Bluffing is also different from other forms of terrorist
misrepresentation including denying accountability for incidents and false claims of
credit, which occur when organizations publicly take responsibility for acts of terrorism
they did not commit.13 The terrorist tactic most closely related to bluffing is the use of
hoax devices. In these cases, groups plant fake bombs, mail letters containing substances
that resemble biological weapons, or mimic other types of frequently used terrorist tac-
tics. Hoaxes are distinct from bluffs, however, because a warning or statement of
responsibility is typically issued only after the device has been planted or mailed. That
is, when groups use hoax devices the temporal order of communication is distinct from
bluffs, in which a statement of responsibility and grievance come prior to a threatened
attack. Additionally, hoaxes pose tactical risks for extremist groups because devices
must be planted or mailed and may contain forensic information revealing information
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about perpetrators. For these reasons, while hoax devices resemble terrorist bluffs, they
are treated as a separate class of events in this inquiry.14

Bluffing is also distinct from both failed and foiled terrorist plots. Failed plots involve
incidents when perpetrators attempt to carry out operations but are unable to execute
their plans due to human error or malfunctions in the means employed to execute an
attack.15 Foiled terrorist plots occur when law enforcement successfully apprehends per-
petrators in the planning phase of a terrorist incident or at any point before an attack
takes place.16 Regardless of how an operation was prevented, failed and foiled plots are
distinct from bluffs because in both instances organizations actively devote resources to
carrying out a destructive attack.
To summarize, in a fulfilled terrorist incident in which no threat is issued, an extrem-

ist organization attacks civilian targets to influence audiences. In contrast, a warning of
future terrorist violence shifts steps two and three in the chronological process of a
traditional terrorist incident, thus seeking to influence audiences and signal intentions
before an attack is executed. A terrorist bluff employs the same sequential ordering as a
warning but omits the third step in the process—the fulfilled attack. Consequently,
bluffs are pure signals intended to communicate information to audiences through the
threat of violence alone. Figure 1 depicts the temporal process distinctions between a
fulfilled terrorist incident, a legitimate warning, and a bluff.

Costly signaling and bluffing in terrorist campaigns

Terrorist attacks carried out by organizations do not usually occur as isolated incidents.
More frequently, civilian targeting takes place in the context of broader campaigns and
is a form of costly signaling intended to influence audiences’ perceptions of

Figure 1. Fulfilled terrorist incidents, warnings, and bluffs.
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organizations’ strength and resolve.17 Viewed in this way, each terrorist incident is part
of a larger strategic narrative that collectively seeks to cause audiences to reassess
extremist groups’ capabilities and willingness to inflict pain on targets. Ultimately, the
objective of extremist organizations that use terrorism is to raise estimates of their
destructive power and commitment to the point that audiences make concessions or
change their behavior rather than suffer the projected costs of future incidents.18 This
model implies that organizations that target civilians should rarely make threats they do
not fulfill because failing to carry out a pledged attack will cause audiences to lower
their assessments of groups’ credibility. Surprisingly, however, terrorist bluffing is a tac-
tic frequently employed by extremists.19

A likely explanation for the existing literature’s inability to account for terrorist bluffs
lies in the origins of the costly signaling model widely used to conceptualize civilian tar-
geting. Specifically, this model is based on strategic interaction that occurs between gov-
ernments in the context of crisis diplomacy and war. One of this paradigm’s chief
findings is that threats must be credible to be effective. That is, for a threat to work, tar-
gets must believe their opponents will follow through on their commitments.20 If actors
instead are judged to be unreliable, the likelihood that deterrence or compellence can be
used to advance their interests decreases. While this central tenet of crisis bargaining
theory has held up to scrutiny from scholars, empirical research in the field almost
exclusively derives its findings from encounters between governments: actors with
attributes and incentives that often differ markedly from nonstate extremist organiza-
tions. Specifically, government leaders may suffer domestic “audience costs”—which
include challenges from political rivals and decreased popular support—if they do not
fulfill their public commitments.21 When states bluff, they may also weaken foreign alli-
ances and encourage aggression in the international system. Governments thus face sub-
stantial consequences for not meeting their public commitments and therefore have
strong incentives to signal their intentions credibly.
Unlike governments, nonstate extremist groups have several incentives to bluff. First,

organizations that use terrorism regularly seek goals that do not involve deterrence or
compellence, such as raising awareness of their existence, publicizing grievances, and
provoking governments.22 In these cases, while bluffs may reduce groups’ credibility,
benefits can often outweigh costs, especially when organizations are recently formed
and primarily seek to increase recruitment and capacity. Second, cases of crisis bargain-
ing involving states are typically high-profile incidents of more consequence to govern-
ments than the myriad threats and attacks carried out by extremists in low-intensity
conflicts. That is, for governments crises often resemble a “one shot lottery” rather than
a repeated game. Consequently, limited instances of bluffing will not affect an extremist
group’s reputation to the same degree as a state’s failure to fulfill a commitment in an
international crisis. Put differently, governments have fewer incidents on which to build
or maintain their reputations than extremist groups. Third, because of their substantial
resources and bureaucratic institutional structure, most governments possess relatively
high levels of credibility a priori. That is, governments often enter crisis bargaining sit-
uations with reputations that are a significant asset. In contrast, extremist groups’ more
decentralized structure and limited military capabilities give them less credibility and
cause them to struggle to convince audiences that they are capable of inflicting
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significant costs. Consequently, because credibility is not an asset that most extremist
groups possess to begin with, they have less to lose from bluffing than governments.
Despite these notable differences between extremist groups and governments, analysts

applying strategic bargaining concepts to nonstate terrorism and other forms of asym-
metric violence have not adjusted their assumptions about groups’ objectives and incen-
tives sufficiently to account for bluffing, which might otherwise appear to be an
irrational or suboptimal activity. Instead, the premise that credibility is equally as vital
for extremist organizations as it is for governments remains a central tenet in the litera-
ture. In contrast to this assumption, this inquiry argues that while credibility is import-
ant for groups that use terrorism, the benefits organizations may receive from bluffing
often outweigh these credibility costs.

Hypotheses, data, and case selection

This inquiry advances two deductive hypotheses that may explain the target selection
and intended audiences of terrorist bluffs. First, extremist groups are likely to use bluffs
to threaten targets similar to those they have attacked previously. In this way, groups
are more likely to convince audiences that their threats are credible. Second, bluffs are
likely used to influence audiences for the same strategic rationales as fulfilled terrorist
incidents. That is, bluffing is strategic and the logics underlying terrorism advanced in
previous research—including outbidding rival groups, intimidating civilians, and spoil-
ing peace settlements—can explain decisions to bluff.23

With respect to target selection, previous theory on bluffing in crises involving gov-
ernments contends that a good bluff is one that is indistinguishable from a legitimate
threat.24 This argument parallels strategy in poker, in which bluffs are most effective
when players’ betting patterns and behavior reveal no information about their cards,
thus making a bluff indistinguishable from representing a strong hand.25 By way of
example, in 2009 The New Yorker described the betting style and table mannerisms of
Chris Ferguson, one of the top Texas Hold’em players of the past decade: “he sits
almost cataleptically still … to bet he lowers his right arm like a lever, then returns to
his original pose. The gesture is the same whether the bet is a bluff or a boast.”26 The
key to Ferguson’s bluffing technique is ensuring that his behavior reveals no informa-
tion to opponents that would give them clues about his hand. If, like professional poker
players, extremist groups behave as optimizing strategic actors, they will intermingle
bluffs designed to mimic previous terrorist incidents with executed attacks. In this way,
extremists can use bluffs in combination with attacks to maximize their bargaining
leverage. By threatening to carry out attacks that both law enforcement and the popula-
tion know groups can fulfill, bluffs are more likely to be considered credible and will
therefore be more likely to influence target audiences.
With respect to the strategy underlying terrorist bluffs, this inquiry predicts that the

motives behind empty threats will align with those of executed incidents. That is,
groups issue bluffs for the same strategic reasons that they carry out attacks. This signi-
fies that bluffing is neither irrational nor used to achieve idiosyncratic goals. Instead,
groups use bluffs to advance core strategic objectives. In this inquiry, groups’ underlying
motives for bluffing were identified by examining statements that often accompany
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bluffs, news reports describing underlying rationales for incidents, and broader case
study literature and historiography describing groups’ goals.

Data and case selection

The lack of available data on unfulfilled terrorist threats presents a significant obstacle
to developing theory on terrorist bluffing. Because unfulfilled threats result in no civil-
ian deaths, they often do not receive levels of media coverage associated with executed
terrorist attacks and therefore are not tracked by most datasets.27 For instance, neither
the Global Terrorism Database (GTD) nor various data collection efforts managed by
the Uppsala Conflict Data Program record unfulfilled threats. Two additional datasets—
ITERATE and the Monterey WMD Terrorism Database—track certain types of threats,
but both are characterized by shortcomings limiting their usefulness for broader theory
construction. ITERATE only tracks transnational terrorist attacks, which comprise less
than twenty percent of global civilian targeting by nonstate actors.28 Consequently,
information from ITERATE cannot be used to assess the strategies of insurgent groups
that use terrorist bluffs in intrastate conflicts. The Monterey WMD Terrorism Database
tracks only unfulfilled threats that include explicit reference to the potential use of
weapons of mass destruction; these events make up a relatively small percentage of glo-
bal terrorism.29 Despite their narrow purviews, the ITERATE and Monterey datasets
have recorded 314 and 757 incidents of unfulfilled threats, respectively. Closer inspec-
tion of these data, however, reveals that perpetrators are identified in only twenty per-
cent of cases in ITERATE and thirteen percent of cases in the Monterey WMD data.
Because most of the unfulfilled threats these sources track appear to be one-off pranks
committed by individuals rather than strategic bluffing by organizations, these datasets
do not contain sufficient information for developing a broader theory on empty threats
in terrorist campaigns.30

This inquiry collects new data on the bluffing patterns of three organizations: Boko
Haram, Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, and the RIRA. The precise steps used to identify bluffs pro-
ceeded as follows: First, the LexisNexis news database was searched for occurrences when
an organization under examination made a terrorist threat. Using this approach, a record
of threats in individual terrorist campaigns was constructed.31 Second, threats were com-
pared with attacks tracked by the GTD to establish whether they were ultimately realized.
In cases where no evidence was found that plots failed or were foiled, unfulfilled threats
asserting attacks would occur on exact dates were recorded as bluffs. Third, open-ended
threats were cross-checked with GTD incidents for one year from the date the threat was
issued. If threats were not executed within a year and no evidence was found that plots
failed or were halted by law enforcement, they were categorized as bluffs.32 Finally, real-
ized threats, failed attacks, and foiled incidents were excluded from the data. This conclud-
ing step required thorough review of GTD attack descriptions and supplementary news
reports to establish whether fulfilled terrorist incidents matched preceding threats or if evi-
dence existed that law enforcement prevented attacks in the planning phase. A list of iden-
tified bluffs appears in the inquiry's appendix.
Bluffing data were collected on three terrorist campaigns: Boko Haram’s campaign

targeting schools in Nigeria and Central Africa, Jamaat-ul-Ahrar’s campaign following
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its split with the Pakistani Taliban, and the RIRA’s campaign seeking to disrupt the
Northern Irish peace settlement following The Troubles. These cases were chosen for
several reasons. Most importantly, gathering data on bluffs by using open-source mate-
rials requires that conflicts selected for analysis be covered extensively by news media.
Simply put, to identify a bluff there first must be a reported threat. For this reason,
only extremist groups highly scrutinized by professional journalists who report instances
of executed attacks, threats, failed plots, and foiled attacks provide sufficient data to
identify consistent bluffing behavior. Because the insurgencies in Nigeria, Pakistan, and
Ireland have received substantial attention from the media in recent years, they are ideal
cases to create a record of groups’ threats. Additionally, each of the selected groups pos-
sesses organizational characteristics that distinguish them from the others. Boko Haram
is a large organization with at least 15,000 members that controls territory and faces no
serious challenges from rival rebel groups, although the organization has recently under-
gone a schism.33 Meanwhile, unlike Boko Haram, Jamaat-ul-Ahrar operates in a highly
competitive environment in which numerous organizations vie for recruits and material
support. The RIRA, conversely, was a small group with fewer than 200 members that
controlled no territory and was in significant decline when it merged with several
smaller dissident republican groups in 2012.34 Differences in the geographic location of
selected groups, the varying size of organizations, and the distinct competitive environ-
ment among cases, permits assessment of terrorist bluffing patterns across a range of
conflict settings to determine if a singular rationale for bluffing exists or if strategic
motives and target selection patterns diverge across cases.

Boko Haram: Bluffing to augment intimidation

Boko Haram is a Salafi-jihadist insurgent organization that seeks to establish an Islamist
government in Nigeria and to halt the spread of what it refers to as “Western-style edu-
cation” in Central and West Africa.35 The group formed in 2002 and began consistently
attacking both civilians and state security forces in 2009. Since the onset of its rebellion,
Boko Haram has carried out more than 2,000 terrorist incidents and, at its peak
strength, controlled up to twenty percent of Nigeria.36 In addition to toppling the gov-
ernment of Nigeria, one of Boko Haram’s main goals is suppressing non-religious
schooling and supplanting it with a system of education based on its own interpretation
of the Quran.37 To further this objective, Boko Haram has undertaken an extended ter-
rorist campaign targeting educational institutions in order to dissuade students, faculty,
and school employees from taking part in scholastic programs.38 The group’s campaign
against non-religious education garnered global attention in 2014 when it kidnapped
276 girls from the Government Secondary School in Chibok, prompting worldwide
denunciation. The Chibok abductions, however, were just one incident in a significantly
larger effort. GTD data indicate that Boko Haram has committed seventy-eight terrorist
incidents targeting educational institutions since 2009.39 Boko Haram’s use of terrorism
to impede schooling has had profound consequences on the region. In 2017, eight years
after the group began its campaign, UNICEF estimated that fifty-seven percent of
schools in the Nigerian state of Borno remain shuttered.40
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In addition to carrying out terrorist incidents resulting in the kidnapping, injury, or
death of thousands of pupils, educators, and staff, Boko Haram also uses bluffs as part
of its terrorist campaign against secular schooling. For example, in September 2011, the
group threatened to bomb two schools in southern Nigeria: the University of Ibadan
and the University of Benin.41 The group stated it planned to target the universities
between the dates of 12 September and 17 September because “Western education must
stop in Nigeria.”42 In response to this threat, the University of Benin and the University
of Ibadan increased security measures and police searched vehicles passing through the
campuses. The security enhancements disrupted activities at the schools and some stu-
dents and faculty chose to avoid coming to campus after they discovered the threat
came from Boko Haram. In the end, Boko Haram did not follow through on these
threats. No bombs were detonated or found at the schools and there is no evidence that
plots to attack the universities existed or were foiled by police. Nonetheless, through
bluffing Boko Haram intimidated students, hampered university activities, and forced
police to spend considerable effort securing the schools.
Boko Haram has broadcast at least twelve terrorist bluffs toward educational institu-

tions since 2009. When combined with GTD incidents, these bluffs make up fifteen per-
cent of the organization’s documented terrorist attacks against schools.43 On six
occasions, Boko Haram compelled educational institutions to augment security meas-
ures or else dissuaded pupils from going to school. In four additional instances, schools
experienced protracted closures.44 Overall, on ten of twelve occasions when Boko
Haram bluffed, the organization deterred students and faculty from attending schools or
else forced police to use resources to augment security.45

At first, Boko Haram’s bluffs against schools may seem to mimic their executed ter-
rorist incidents; however, there is a noteworthy distinction between the targets of the
group’s empty threats and those of its fulfilled operations. Whereas most of Boko
Haram’s attacks targeting educational institutions have occurred in Borno State and
Yobe State— in northeastern Nigeria—nine of twelve bluffs were directed against targets
outside these two jurisdictions in states and countries where the organization’s presence
is not as significant.46 This indicates Boko Haram bluffed to intimidate audiences
beyond its main territorial area of influence in northeastern Nigeria. That is, Boko
Haram issued its bluffs against targets in areas where it would be more difficult for the
group to execute successful attacks.
Boko Haram’s decision to use terrorist bluffs against schools in areas far from those

it typically targets runs contrary to this inquiry’s initial hypothesis on target selection. If
Boko Haram bluffed as predicted, it would have directed its threats toward educational
institutions nearly identical to those that it had attacked in the past: namely, schools in
Borno State and Yobe State. However, by regularly threatening schools outside its core
areas of influence, Boko Haram clearly distinguished its bluffs from executed attacks,
thus making them more identifiable and less credible. Despite potentially “showing its
hand,” Boko Haram’s bluffs in areas where it was less active were remarkably effective.
In all nine instances, schools were closed, students were deterred from attending classes,
or enhanced security measures were taken to defend institutions. Therefore, although
Boko Haram did not bluff in the most efficient possible manner, the group still man-
aged to expand the range of its terrorist campaign against schools.
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To summarize, since 2009 Boko Haram has used terrorism to intimidate students,
faculty, and staff from taking part in academic activities in Nigeria. To augment the
influence of its executed terrorist incidents in this campaign, Boko Haram frequently
issued bluffs threatening to attack schools. Although bluffs comprise just fifteen percent
of its recorded incidents targeting schools, the group’s actions demonstrate that organi-
zations that use terrorism can bluff to further their broad strategic interests.47

Specifically, Boko Haram successfully employed empty threats both to increase the total
number of individuals intimidated through terrorism and to expand the geographic
scope of its campaign against educational institutions. Because Boko Haram executed
numerous terrorist attacks against schools along with its bluffs, its empty threats do not
appear to have damaged the public’s perception of the group’s destructive capabilities.
Furthermore, even though most of Boko Haram’s bluffs targeted schools well outside
the group’s core territorial stronghold—and thus should have been judged as less cred-
ible—law enforcement and school officials responded to these threats as though there
was a high likelihood they would be fulfilled.

Jamaat-ul-Ahrar: Bluffing to outbid rivals

Jamaat-ul-Ahrar (JuA) is an insurgent organization based in northwestern Pakistan that
formed in August 2014 when a faction of militants split from Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan
(TTP)—commonly referred to as the Pakistani Taliban—over disputes concerning strat-
egy and future leadership of the movement.48 In contrast to factions within the TTP
that sought the limited goal of regional autonomy through negotiation, JuA vigorously
opposed peace talks with the government of Pakistan and pursued more expansive goals
including regime change and creation of a regional caliphate governed according to the
group’s interpretation of Sharia.49

As an independent organization, JuA used both terrorist attacks and bluffs to increase
media coverage and public awareness of its activities and to spread information about
its ideology and objectives to global jihadist franchises operating in Pakistan, including
the Islamic State of Khorasan Province (IS-KP). JuA’s bluffs, which primarily threatened
high profile politicians in Pakistan or targets in foreign countries, were intended to dis-
tinguish its ambitious objectives from the narrower goals of other actors in the TTP.50

Using this strategy, JuA’s goal was to outbid rival factions and become the dominant
actor in the Pakistani Taliban. As a spokesperson for JuA stated upon the group’s for-
mation: “now the TTP is ours, not theirs.”51

Between August 2014 and June 2015, JuA issued nine bluffs while carrying out nine-
teen successful terrorist attacks.52 Bluffs thus accounted for forty-seven percent of JuA’s
recorded terrorist activity during this period. Notably, while all of JuA’s executed attacks
took place within Pakistan and struck relatively soft targets, the group’s bluffs threat-
ened foreign governments, targets in foreign countries, or high-profile individuals
within Pakistan. Five of JuA’s bluffs warned of attacks against targets outside Pakistan.
For instance, in November 2014, JuA stated its intention to attack Indian prime minis-
ter Narendra Modi, claiming that Modi was “the killer of hundreds of Muslims.”53 In
other cases involving targets outside Pakistan, JuA threatened to carry out attacks
against major economic interests in China, the government of Myanmar, and sites in
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Great Britain. JuA also threatened Pakistani education activist Malala Yousafzai, who
was a resident in Great Britain. These targeting choices signaled JuA’s expansive ambi-
tions to both local sympathizers and to global jihadist franchises.
Conversely, just three of JuA’s bluffs threatened civilians within Pakistan; however,

these warnings also were not directed toward persons or physical sites JuA frequently
attacked, which mainly comprise police or soft government targets. Instead, bluffs in
Pakistan included threats against Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and high-profile polit-
ician Imran Khan. These threats clearly signal JuA’s signature objective—deposing the
current government of Pakistan—and thus distinguish its aims from the TTP, which
primarily sought to maintain its influence and autonomy in the Federally Administered
Tribal Areas (FATA) and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) rather than expand the scope of
its insurgency.
As with Boko Haram, JuA’s target selection did not align with this inquiry’s hypoth-

esis that groups will issue bluffs against categories of targets they routinely attack.
However, while Boko Haram bluffed to intimidate students and expand its geographical
range of influence, JuA’s empty threats were intended to signal its expansive ambitions
both to global jihadist organizations and to potential recruits in FATA and KP. Because
JuA had not demonstrated the ability to execute operations outside Pakistan or to suc-
cessfully attack prominent politicians, the group could not reasonably expect its threats
to intimidate those audiences. Instead, JuA used bluffs to boost media coverage and
publicize information about itself and its aims. JuA’s terrorist bluffs were thus an effort
to outbid factions in the TTP and to mobilize financial and personnel resources within
a highly competitive environment.54 Bluffs thus composed part of JuA’s larger strategy
to replace rival groups as the dominant actor among the numerous factions making up
the Pakistani Taliban.
Did JuA’s bluffs help the group advance its objectives? While JuA certainly gained

widespread publicity using both bluffs and executed terrorist attacks, the organization
was unable to seize unilateral control of the TTP. Instead, just eight months after its
split, JuA announced its intention to realign with rival factions in the Pakistani Taliban.
JuA’s decision to reintegrate into the TTP was motivated by two factors. First, the
Pakistani military’s Operation Zarb-e-Azb in North Waziristan and Operation Khyber
in Khyber Agency put significant pressure on extremist groups in northwest Pakistan.
Facing further territorial losses, JuA and some TTP factions resolved to put aside their
differences temporarily in order to fight their common enemy. Second, factions within
the Pakistani Taliban movement began to view IS-KP with distrust due to its efforts to
consolidate power for itself in the region rather than working to advance the interests
of the Pakistani Taliban and Afghan Taliban.55 JuA’s brief association with IS-KP thus
potentially impacted its reputation among local sympathizers. Because JuA primarily
recruits from within FATA, the group decided to realign itself with the TTP to dispel
any perception that it was linked to IS-KP.
In summary, while terrorist bluffs did not enable JuA to assume control of the

Pakistani Taliban movement, the group retains autonomy within the TTP and suc-
ceeded in raising both its regional and global reputations by using a combination of
bluffs and executed attacks. Since reunification with the TTP, JuA remains largely
autonomous and continues to issue its own statements, carry out attacks, and construct
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bases in Pakistan where it trains new soldiers.56 The group has also gained an inter-
national profile as evidenced by the U.S. State Department and the United Nations
Security Council placing JuA on their lists of sanctioned terrorist organizations.
Therefore, while bluffing did not enable JuA to reach its long-term objective, it helped
the organization to publicize its expansive aims—both regionally and globally—boosting
its profile and converting it into a significant actor among the many extremist groups
operating in northwest Pakistan.

RIRA: Bluffing to spoil the peace

The RIRA was an insurgent organization that sought to end British rule over Northern
Ireland. The group formed at the tail end of The Troubles as a splinter from the PIRA.
During its peak years, the PIRA was a highly destructive organization with thousands of
members and significant popular support in Northern Ireland.57 The PIRA’s violent
campaigns cemented its reputation as an organization that could consistently carry out
attacks on British security forces, the Royal Ulster Constabulary, and businesses and
individuals that supported Northern Ireland’s continued union with Great Britain.58 By
the mid 1990s, however, after its decades-long violence yielded little political success,
the PIRA’s leadership concluded that armed struggle offered no clear path to a united
Ireland.59 For this reason, the PIRA largely abandoned political violence following the
1998 Belfast Agreement.
In 1997, a small faction of PIRA members who disagreed with the group’s decision to

renounce violence left the organization and formed the RIRA.60 Among these defectors
were some of the PIRA’s top weapons and explosives experts. Although the RIRA
gained widespread notoriety as a result of its destructive terrorist attack in the town of
Omagh in 1998, it remained a small organization with limited resources and negligible
public support.61 Experts estimate that the group had, at most, between 100 and 200
dedicated members from 1998 to 2012.62 The RIRA’s small size limited the number of
violent attacks the group could execute and made the organization susceptible to coun-
terterrorism operations carried out by police and intelligence services. By most analysts’
accounts, the RIRA was incapable of inflicting destabilizing levels of violence on popula-
tions in Northern Ireland and England and certainly was incapable of carrying out a
destructive terrorist campaign on the scale of the PIRA’s operations during The
Troubles. 63

Because many of its members had formerly been PIRA cadres—and as the result of
the Omagh attack—the RIRA’s activities attracted substantial media attention and the
group was often associated with the destructiveness of the PIRA’s past militancy. The
RIRA made use of this reputational association by frequently issuing terrorist bluffs to
augment its efforts to spoil the Northern Irish peace settlement. From 1998–2012, the
RIRA made terrorist bluffs on at least eleven occasions, while also successfully carrying
out forty-one terrorist attacks.64 Bluffs thus account for twenty-seven percent of the
RIRA’s documented terrorist activity.65 Like the targets of their executed attacks, the
targets of the RIRA’s terrorist bluffs fall into three broad categories: security forces,
competing nationalist organizations, and the government of Great Britain. The most
common targets of empty threats were members of the Police Service of Northern
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Ireland (PSNI) and associated individuals, who accounted for five of eleven of the
RIRA’s terrorist bluffs.66 In one instance, in September 2003 the RIRA threatened to kill
the vice-chairperson of the Northern Ireland Policing Board stating they were making a
“death threat” against a “collaborator.”67 Ultimately, this threat was never acted on.
RIRA’s bluffs against police are intended to decrease PSNI recruitment and to disrupt
local cooperation between Northern Irish political organizations and the PSNI.
Additionally, the RIRA threatens the PSNI to discredit Sinn F�ein, which in 2007 recog-
nized the PSNI as the legitimate police force of Northern Ireland.
In addition to threatening police, the RIRA has issued empty threats against rival

republican organizations including Sinn F�ein, the dominant political actor in the
broader Irish Republican movement. Four of the RIRA’s eleven identified bluffs targeted
rival groups and three of those bluffs specifically warn of attacks against Sinn F�ein
members. The RIRA targeted Sinn F�ein in an effort to spoil the power-sharing govern-
ment in Northern Ireland created after the Belfast Agreement and St. Andrews
Agreement. For example, in one instance in April 2009 the RIRA threatened to kill
Martin McGuinness, a prominent Sinn F�ein leader and the deputy First Minister of
Northern Ireland at the time.68 McGuinness, a former member of the PIRA, was
accused by the RIRA of “cooperating with the enemy” and of being a “traitor” for serv-
ing in the Northern Ireland Executive.69 This bluff, and others directed against Sinn
F�ein politicians and supporters, help the RIRA to distinguish itself from Sinn F�ein’s pol-
icies and demonstrate what the RIRA believes is its greater commitment to the objective
of British withdrawal. Additionally, the bluffs are intended to intimidate Sinn F�ein
members and deter them from cooperating with the British government.
The government of Great Britain was the third primary target of RIRA terrorist

bluffs. Two of eleven bluffs issued by the group directly threatened symbols of British
rule. In one instance, the RIRA threatened Queen Elizabeth II prior to her first official
state visit to Ireland. As part of this warning, the RIRA accused the queen of war
crimes. In the end, the RIRA did not carry out this threat, and there is no evidence that
it failed or was foiled. Threats against prominent figures who symbolize British rule,
such as the royal family and cabinet ministers, are unlikely to be realistic warnings due
to high levels of security surrounding these individuals and the difficulty the RIRA faces
in carrying out attacks outside Northern Ireland.70 For this reason, bluffs against high-
profile targets in the British government are likely a way for the RIRA to publicize its
grievances and stoke sectarian tension.
How effective were the RIRA’s terrorist bluffs? There is little evidence the group’s

empty threats advanced its central political objectives, which involved spoiling the
power-sharing government that emerged following The Troubles. With respect to
police targets, research shows that the RIRA was unable to deter significant numbers
of Catholic recruits from joining the PSNI or that the PSNI suffered substantial defec-
tions due to RIRA threats.71 Furthermore, Sinn F�ein has continued to work within
the political framework established by the Belfast Agreement and the St. Andrews
Agreement. Moreover, Sinn F�ein’s acceptance of the PSNI as a legitimate law enforce-
ment organization represents a major setback for the RIRA. Finally, the government
of Great Britain has not altered its policies toward Northern Ireland because of RIRA
bluffs or attacks.
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While bluffing has not furthered the RIRA’s major political goals, it has enabled the
group to achieve some small tactical objectives. In limited cases, threats against individ-
uals resulted in successful intimidation. For instance, in 2003 the group threatened
District Policing Partnership member Cathal O’Dolan.72 O’Dolan subsequently resigned
from the position. Additionally, bluffs have caused law enforcement to expend resources
determining the authenticity of warnings and have resulted in general disruptions such
as street and rail closings. Nonetheless, these responses have not enabled the RIRA to
advance its broader political agenda.
To summarize, because of its connection to the PIRA, the RIRA has received signifi-

cant media attention and public scrutiny despite its relatively small size and limited
capabilities. Due to its lack of resources and a small membership, the RIRA has often
bluffed to augment its terrorist attacks, taking advantage of reputational attributes it
possessed through its members’ prior association with the PIRA. Along with executed
attacks, the RIRA’s terrorist bluffs were intended to spoil the Northern Irish peace
settlement by delegitimizing the PSNI, intimidating Sinn F�ein, and influencing the poli-
cies of the British government. While both the RIRA’s warnings and attacks received
significant media coverage, its bluffs have done little to advance the group’s larger polit-
ical objectives or to further its other goals such as mobilizing recruitment. Therefore,
bluffs have not advanced the RIRA’s cause and, at most, have brought the group limited
additional publicity.

Assessment of hypotheses and directions for future research

This inquiry advanced two hypotheses concerning bluffing in terrorist campaigns. First,
the targets of terrorist bluffs were expected to resemble the targets of previously exe-
cuted attacks. By using this approach, groups would be more likely to convince audien-
ces that their bluffs were credible. Second, bluffing was anticipated to align with the
same strategic rationales as fulfilled attacks. That is, extremist organizations were pro-
jected to issue bluffs to further existing objectives including intimidation, spoiling, and
outbidding. If confirmed by evidence, this would support the argument that bluffing is
a strategic activity used to further core organizational goals rather than a form of non-
strategic or irrational behavior.
These two hypotheses were tested on bluffing activity from three terrorist campaigns.

With respect to target selection, surprisingly, in two campaigns groups did not primarily
issue bluffs against categories of targets they had attacked previously. In its campaign
against educational institutions, Boko Haram largely used empty threats against targets
outside the states of Borno and Yobe, where over eighty percent of the group’s terrorist
incidents against schools have occurred. Like Boko Haram, JuA’s bluffs primarily threat-
ened categories of targets the group had not attacked before. In eight of nine instances,
JuA issued empty threats against types of targets it had not attacked in the past, includ-
ing foreign governments and high-profile politicians in Pakistan. Of the three cam-
paigns assessed, only RIRA’s bluffs closely mimicked its past terrorist incidents, with
eighty-five percent of the group’s empty threats directed toward targets the group regu-
larly attacked including police, rival organizations, and symbols of British rule. While
examination of these three campaigns yielded evidence contradicting the hypothesis that
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extremist groups regularly bluff against categories of targets they frequently attack, the
small number of cases reviewed necessitates that additional data be analyzed before
refuting this hypothesis confidently.
The inquiry’s second hypothesis examined the motivation underlying groups’ bluffing

activity. In each case, empty threats were used to advance objectives similar to those of
ongoing campaigns. Boko Haram issued bluffs to intimidate faculty, students, and
administrative employees from participating in scholastic activities. Meanwhile, JuA
used empty threats to outbid rival extremists in the TTP. Finally, RIRA bluffed as part
of its broader effort to spoil the power-sharing settlement between Great Britain and
the government of Northern Ireland. In each of these cases, bluffs were used to aug-
ment ongoing terrorist campaigns and for strategic reasons outlined by previous
research. These findings support the hypothesis that bluffing is a tactic used by extrem-
ists to further existing objectives and that bluffs are used for the same strategic motives
as executed terrorist incidents. These findings also suggest that bluffing is neither lim-
ited to a small number of extremist groups nor is it a type of irrational behavior.

Directions for future research

Despite finding evidence that did not support one if the inquiry’s deductively derived
hypotheses, assessment of extremists’ bluffing patterns yielded new information that
may explain rationales underlying groups’ target selection.73 Specifically, Boko Haram
used bluffs to expand the geographical range of its threats, while JuA used empty
threats to maximize media coverage. In Nigeria and Cameroon, Boko Haram bluffed to
augment its terrorist campaign against educational institutions. Although it is a formid-
able organization with thousands of members, the group’s influence in Nigeria is largely
limited to the country’s northeastern states. Despite this geographical containment,
Boko Haram’s objective of eliminating secular education extends to schools throughout
Nigeria and the Lake Chad region. To advance this aim, Boko Haram used bluffs to tar-
get schools in territory where it could not consistently execute attacks. That is, the
group concluded it could leverage reputational assets established in one region and
effectively spend this credibility in other regions by bluffing. Generalizing from this
case, the following hypothesis emerges: extremist organizations with established records
of executing terrorist attacks may use bluffs to expand their geographical range of influ-
ence. In these cases, groups calculate that damage to their credibility caused by empty
threats will be limited due to their previous record of successful attacks.
While Boko Haram issued bluffs that were somewhat similar to its past attacks

against schools—varying only the geographical location of threatened targets—JuA’s
bluffs were directed at targets wholly unlike those it had attacked previously. JuA likely
pursued this approach because it calculated that the organizational benefits it would
receive through threatening high-profile politicians and foreign governments would out-
weigh the credibility costs associated with failing to carry out these attacks. More gener-
ally, it is plausible that organizations primarily seeking to advance medium-term
organizational goals—such as mobilizing support and broadcasting grievances—will
issue bluffs against high-profile targets to maximize media coverage. For these groups,
terrorist bluffs may be a means to spur recruitment and attract material support rather
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than threats intended to coerce. From a strategic perspective, therefore, the public atten-
tion and support groups stand to gain from bluffing can outweigh estimated credibility
costs. With this in mind, the following hypothesis is advanced: groups primarily seeking
to increase publicity and recruitment are likely to issue bluffs against categories of tar-
gets they have not attacked previously in order to maximize media coverage.
Because these two hypotheses were developed inductively using data gathered for this

inquiry, in the future they should be tested on new cases to determine their validity.74

Until additional data are gathered, the explanatory range of these arguments remains
indeterminate. While inferences made in this inquiry are thus limited in scope, argu-
ments developed both through testing deductive hypotheses and by generating inductive
hypotheses comprise a strong foundation from which to further knowledge on terrorist
bluffs. Additionally, the method for identifying bluffs outlined previously in this study
demonstrates that creating a larger dataset of empty threats is a feasible endeavor. For
these reasons, this inquiry has advanced both the theoretical and empirical study of
bluffing in terrorist campaigns.

Conclusion

Bluffing poses a challenge for analysts of nonstate terrorism. According to conventional
models of civilian targeting, organizations should not bluff because empty threats will
reduce audiences’ perceptions of groups’ strength and credibility. Despite the potential
reputational costs associated with bluffing, organizations that use terrorism often make
empty threats. This inquiry has advanced several arguments about the strategic ration-
ales underlying terrorist bluffing. First, in contrast to what previous theory on crisis bar-
gaining between states predicts, extremist groups often do not issue bluffs against
targets that closely resemble their executed attacks. Instead, groups sometimes select tar-
gets to influence audiences outside their core geographical strongholds or to maximize
media coverage. Second, extremist groups at all stages of their lifespans have incentives
to bluff and appear to suffer few consequences for failing to execute threats. Splinter
groups like JuA bluff to make audiences aware of their existence and grievances, often
to mobilize recruitment and outbid rivals. Meanwhile, established insurgent organiza-
tions like Boko Haram may use bluffing as a means to augment their coercive influence.
When powerful groups bluff, they draw on existing reputational capital built up through
a record of executed attacks and use this asset to intimidate broader audiences. Finally,
declining extremist organizations like the RIRA bluff to signal continued relevance to
sympathetic audiences and to advance political objectives, which may often involve
spoiling peace settlements.75 Because these groups once were capable of inflicting sig-
nificant destruction, they possess both name recognition and a reputation for carrying
out deadly attacks. This status—accrued through a history of executed incidents—does
not necessarily dissipate at the same rate as groups’ tangible military and financial
strength. Bluffing is therefore a means for declining groups to use what remains of their
credibility in a final effort to advance their interests.
Despite lack of an existing large-N dataset tracking terrorist bluffs, scholars should

not be deterred from further exploring this important phenomenon. In fact, overlooking
bluffs while only examining executed attacks constitutes a form of selection bias that
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could result in misleading inferences about the frequency and strategic utility of non-
state terrorism. While building an extensive dataset that tracks bluffs will take time, col-
lecting data on individual campaigns can be completed over a relatively short period,
particularly with organizations that receive significant media scrutiny. As demonstrated
in this inquiry, news outlets regularly report on threats made by extremist organiza-
tions. Using this information, threats can be checked against existing data tracking exe-
cuted terrorist attacks in order to detect bluffs. In the future, this method of identifying
bluffs will allow analysts to generate and test hypotheses about empty threats empiric-
ally, thus forming the foundation for a broader data-based assessment of terrorist bluff-
ing.
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Appendix

Boko Haram bluffs targeting schools,
2009–2016

Date Location Target of bluff Result

6/4/11 Maiduguri, Borno University of Maiduguri Teaching Hospital None
7/11/11 Maiduguri, Borno University of Maiduguri School closed
9/13/11 Ibadan, Oyo University of Ibadan/University of Benin Increased security
1/26/12 Kano, Kano Schools and Universities in Kano Schools closed
12/14/13 Maiduguri, Borno University of Maiduguri None
2/14/14 Hong, Adamawa Adamawa State College of Education, Hong Students intimidated
3/17/14 Kano, Kano Bayero University Students intimidated
5/18/14 Makurdi, Benue Government College/Saint Gabriel School Increased security
6/4/14 Fotokol, Cameroon Fotokol High School Increased security
6/10/14 Odogbolu, Ogun Federal Government College Increased security
6/10/14 Gindiri, Plateau Girls High School/Gov’t Secondary School Schools closed
9/7/14 Mubi, Adamawa Adamawa State University School closed

Jamaat-ul-Ahrar bluffs, 2014–2015

Date Location Target of bluff General category Result

9/1/14 Pakistan Journalists Journalists None
9/1/14 Pakistan Nawaz Sharif Politician None
9/1/14 Pakistan Imran Khan Politician None
10/12/14 United Kingdom Malala Yousafzai Women’s rights activist None
11/5/14 India India Foreign country None
11/6/14 India Narendra Modi Foreign leader None
11/17/14 China Chinese economy Foreign country None
1/5/15 United Kingdom United Kingdom Foreign country None
6/9/15 Myanmar Myanmar government Foreign country None

Real Irish Republican Army bluffs, 1998–2012

Date Location Target of bluff General category Result

5/10/98 England British Cabinet British government None
1/21/01 N. Ireland Sinn Fein councilor Competing group None
9/11/03 N. Ireland Member District Policing Partnership Security forces Member resigned
9/18/03 N. Ireland Vice Chairman Policing Board Security forces None
11/28/07 N. Ireland Police Service of Northern Ireland Security forces None
4/11/09 N. Ireland Martin McGuiness Competing group None
4/11/09 N. Ireland Police Service of Northern Ireland Security forces None
7/17/09 N. Ireland Sinn Fein minister Competing group None
9/15/10 N. Ireland Banks/bankers Banks None
5/16/11 Ireland Queen of England/British Police British government None
8/25/11 N. Ireland Police agents Security forces None
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